
 

 
 
 

 

Zipper fly tutorial  
  

- for patterns with fly extensions 

- a fly shield is added 

 

 

 

 

 

Cut the pants and finish the edges. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

     Prepare the fly shield: 
 

    - cut a piece of fabric  
      dimensions: length of the fly extension x 7 cm. 

- fold in half (right sides outside) and finish the 
    long edge and one of the short edges. 
      
      
     
    
 
 
 
 
This tutorial is based on the ingenious zipper fly video by Dagmar. 
 
By Sew 'n Sushi, you find (among other great instructions) a tutorial for the 
pants zipper without fly shield (in german). 
      

 
© ´t Naaikamertje, Andrea Kehden 2011 
For private use only. The copying and distribution of the manual is prohibited. For any error in the 
instructions, no liability can be accepted. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYvCFdFMG2s
http://www.sewnsushi.de/
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1. close front crotch seam, baste with 
long stitch length from zipper bottom 
to top 

2. press seam open 3. turn pants front and topstitch 
at the right side of the seam 

   
4. prepare the fly shield 5. stitch the zipper on the left 

edge of the fly shield 
6. place pants wrong side up, fold 
both fronts to the left, leaving 
one fly extension pointing to the 
right 

   
7. place zipper on top of the fly 
extension (right sides facing), zipper 
edge lining up with centre front seam 

8. fold shield to the left, stitch 
close to the zipper teeth (at 
the right side of the teeth) 

9. turn zipper over, fly extension 
is fold to the back 
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10. topstitch close to the zipper teeth 11. fold fly shield to the back 12. place left fly extension over 

the zipper 

   
13. flip pants, so that pants fronts are 
both on your right  

14. pin and stitch zipper on the 
left fly extension 

15. fold the fly shield back over 
the zipper 

   
16. fold open pants front, left front is 
again on your left 

17. flip pants (right side up), 
trace stitching line, the pin 
marks the end of the shield 

18. underneath, fold the fly shield 
away from the zipper 
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19. should looks like this underneath 20. starting on the top, 

topstitch the straight part 
down to the mark (do some 
backstitches at the end) 

21. underneath fold back the fly 
shield 

   
22. starting at the centre front seam 
topstitch the curved part 

23. looks like this from the 
right side.. 

24. ..and like this from the left 
side, the fly shield is fixed at the 
bottom 

   
25. cut of the zipper (if too long) 26. open the basted front seam  27. You´re done! 

  


